A novel structural damage localization method based on modal strain energy changes is proposed. e proposed method does not utilize the first several modes together as usual but selectively makes use of some sensitive modes for each element. Both the magnitude of normalized elemental modal strain energy and the capability of each element to resist identification uncertainties are considered to determine the sensitive modes. Elements' capability to resist identification uncertainties is calculated by using the Monte Carlo method. Based on determined sensitive modes, an in-turn damage-checking process is employed to judge the damage state of each element. A typical planar truss is numerically analyzed. e results show that the proposed method is more effective than that based on modal strain energy change ratio even when using the first several modes together as usual. Furthermore, by utilizing some sensitive modes only, the proposed method becomes much more robust, making damage localization more easy and reliable.
Introduction
Civil infrastructures such as buildings, bridges, towers, and offshore platforms have been widely constructed in our highly industrialized society. ey are designed to serve for a long time, but many factors (like environmental corrosion and extreme loadings) can cause structural damage and reduce their lifetime. Structural health monitoring [1, 2] is thus required to guarantee the lifetime safety of the infrastructures. As an efficient tool to evaluate the health of a structure, many vibration-based damage detection methods [3] [4] [5] have been developed to identify structural damage in a nondestructive way. ese methods utilize the changes in modal parameters caused by local damage, including the changes of modal eigenvalues, mode shapes, and mode shape curvatures [6] . e changes of modal parameters' combinations like modal flexibility [7] , modal residual force [8] , modal strain energy [9] , etc., are also broadly used in the field of vibration-based damage detection.
Special attention is paid on the modal strain energy in this paper, which has been extensively employed in locating structural damages [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Shi et al. [9] presented a method using the change ratio of elemental modal strain energy between the intact and damaged structures, theoretically and numerically finding that the modal strain energy change of a damaged element is usually larger than that of any other intact elements. Yan et al. [10] presented a statistic structural damage detection algorithm using the closed form of elemental modal strain energy sensitivity to consider the uncertainties existing in the structural model and measured structural modal parameters. Seyedpoor [11] proposed a two-stage method to identify the location and severity of multiple structural damage using a modal strain energybased index at the first stage. Vo-Duy et al. [12] proposed a two-step approach to detect damages in laminated composite structures, which utilizes the same indicator presented in [9] to locate damages at the first step. Tan et al. [13] detected damages in steel beams utilizing modal strain energy-based damage index and Artificial Neural Network, considering only the first vibration mode. Liu et al. [14] proposed a method to detect structural damages of offshore platforms by introducing the concept of grouping modal strain energy, which divided the elemental modal strain energy into axial tension-compression and bending. By employing optimization algorithms [11, 12] or formulating sensitivity matrices [15, 16] , modal strain energy can be further used to quantify structural damage. According to the studies, the modal strain energy-based damage indicators are sensitive to local damage.
In a sense, damage localization plays a more important role than damage quantification. If damaged elements are correctly located, the damage quantification accuracy and computation efficiency will correspondingly be improved [8] . us, damage localization is focused on in this paper. It is noticed that current studies normally used the first several modes together to calculate damage indicators to ensure their robustness. However, Doebling et al. [17] found that the mode storing maximum modal strain energy (may not be the first mode) could produce more accurate damage detections than the first mode, meaning that the sensitivity of modes to structural damage is different. How to find sensitive modes to improve damage detection accuracy is still an interesting topic.
In this paper, a new damage localization method is proposed, which establishes a new damage location indicator and uses properly selected sensitive modes. Firstly, the new damage location indicator is proposed by using normalized modal strain energy changes before and after damage. Secondly, the concept of sensitive modes is presented. e criteria of selecting sensitive modes, which are related to the elemental modal strain energy and the elemental resistance ability to identification uncertainties, are discussed. Finally, a simply supported planar truss is numerically analyzed to illustrate the damage detection process and verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Modal Strain Energy-Based
Damage Indicators e eigenvalue equation of an undamped intact structure is written as
where K is the global structural stiffness matrix; M is the consistent mass matrix; λ i is the eigenvalue of the i-th mode; and θ i is the mass-normalized mode shape vector of the i-th mode. us, θ T i Kθ i � λ i , and θ T i Mθ i � 1. Likewise, the eigenvalue equation of the damaged structure is described as
where the superscript d refers to the damaged structure. It is assumed that the mass of a structure can be well estimated and has no loss before and after damage. Meanwhile, only a loss of stiffness in one or more elements takes place when structural damage occurs. e stiffness matrix of the j-th element of the damaged structure is written as
where K j is the stiffness matrix of the j-th element of the intact structure and α j is the damage extent of the j-th element, and 0 ≤ α j < 1. Because K � b j K j , the global stiffness matrix of the damaged structure can then be expressed by
where b is the total number of elements. For the intact structure, the modal strain energy (MSE) of the j-th element at the i-th mode is defined as [9] 
where the superscript T refers to the transpose of a vector or matrix. Correspondingly, the MSE of the j-th element at the i-th mode is expressed as
It is noted that K j instead of K d j is utilized in calculating MSE d ij because the true damage extent of the j-th element is unknown. e modal strain energy change (MSEC) of the j-th element at the i-th mode before and after structural damage could then be obtained by
Consequently, the modal strain energy change ratio (MSECR) is defined as
Usually, the first several modes are considered together to compute the averaged MSECR which is described by [9] 
where m is the number of the selected modes. MSECR i,max takes the form
where max (·) is the function to take the maximum. A large MSECR j may indicate a damaged element j. e classic MSECR has been validated as a good indicator to find structural damage sites. However, sometimes it is not robust enough and even loses effectiveness when considering the influence of identification uncertainties.
A novel indicator called modal strain energy change index (MSECI) is thus put forward with an expression as
where MSEC i,max � max(MSEC ik ), k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , b. It is noticed that MSECI j is nonnegative and a large MSECI j may indicate a damaged element j. e MSECI is actually the average of normalized MSEC considering several modes.
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Selection of Sensitive Modes for the MSECI Method
Although the classic MSECR is used very often [9, 12] , it sometimes loses effectiveness even considering the first several modes together. e reason is that the MSECR of an undamaged element with small MSE (the denominator in equation (8)) but relatively large MSEC (the numerator in equation (8)) could be much greater than that of a damaged element with large MSE but relatively small MSEC. e proposed MSECI thus could perform better because the MSEC of a damaged element is normally larger than that of any other undamaged element [9] , although there occasionally exist some exceptions. erefore, the following discussion is merely focused on the proposed MSECI.
Intuitively speaking, the contributions of different modes to the MSEC of each element must be different. e modes that have great contributions to the MSEC of an element are defined as the sensitive modes of the element. Two factors are considered to measure modes' contributions for properly selecting sensitive modes as illustrated as follows.
Selection of Potential Sensitive Modes Based on Elemental MSE.
e magnitude of normalized elemental MSE of the intact structure is the first factor. For a specific mode, the MSE of each element is calculated and then normalized with respect to the largest value. A threshold c MSE is prescribed (e.g., 0.10). If the normalized MSE of an element is greater than c MSE , the mode is regarded as a potential sensitive mode of the element. In this way, some potential sensitive modes can be selected from the first several modes that can be easily measured.
is principle of selecting potential sensitive modes cannot be strictly proved, but can be qualitatively explained as follows. For each mode, the smaller the normalized MSE of an element, the closer to structural nodal points the element could be. Hence, if a damaged element has very small normalized MSE, it may also have a small MSEC, but other undamaged elements far from nodal points may have relatively greater MSEC [9] . As a result, too small normalized MSE of an element may be unfavorable for indicating the damaged element when using the proposed MSECI. us, only the modes which produce great enough normalized MSE are selected as potential sensitive modes.
Selection of Potential Sensitive Modes considering Identification Uncertainties.
e capability of elements to resist identification uncertainties (i.e., the sensitivity of elements to identification uncertainties) is the second factor. Identification uncertainties can be commonly observed in dynamic testing. It is assumed that mode shapes have been identified and normalized by the mass matrix for both intact and damaged structures. In order to consider the effect of identification uncertainties, polluted mode shapes of the damaged structure are given by [16] .
where θ d ik and θ d * ik are the polluted and unpolluted values of the i-th mode shape at the k-th degree of freedom, respectively; ε is the noise level; rand is a random value between [− 1, 1], yielding the uniform distribution. Because identification uncertainties can mathematically be regarded as a kind of noise, sometimes "noise" is still used instead of "identification uncertainties" in the subsequent paragraphs.
Correspondingly, the MSEC of the j-th element at the i-th mode polluted by noise can be given by
where MSEC * ij refers to the unpolluted MSEC of the j-th element at the i-th mode; MSEC N ij is the error term caused by the identification uncertainties of mode shapes.
In order to measure the capability of an element to resist noise for computing its MSEC, the relative fluctuation Modal identification of the damaged structure is conducted based on the modal testing e proposed MSECI value of each element is calculated by equation (11) In-turn damage-checking based on MSECI values using sensitive modes is conducted For the turn of each element, if its MSECI value exceeds other elements' values, the element can be judged as a damaged element Advances in Civil Engineering amplitude (RFA) of the MSEC of the j-th element at the i-th mode based on a statistic analysis is defined as
where min (·) means taking the minimum value from all samples. RFA ij is actually a variation range. e larger the RFA ij , the greater the influence of noise on the MSEC ij . RFA ij is mainly affected by the factors including damage scenarios and noise levels. To simplify the calculation, it is assumed that the only element j itself is damaged when computing RFA ij . In this paper, a 30% damage extent and a 5% noise level (by equation (12)) is considered. A threshold c RPA is then prescribed (e.g., 2.00). For each mode, if the RPA of an element is smaller than c RPA , the mode should be treated as a potential sensitive mode of the element.
Determination of Sensitive Modes from Potential
Sensitive Modes. As discussed above, two assemblies of potential sensitive modes are determined for each element by considering the normalized elemental MSE in Section 3.1 and the capability of the element to resist identification uncertainties in Section 3.2, respectively. e mutual modes in the two assemblies of an element are finally selected as the element's sensitive modes.
It is worth mentioning that the number of sensitive modes of an element may equal to zero, meaning that the damage state of the element cannot be reliably indicated by the proposed MSECI method. Whether an element has sensitive modes or not depends on the configuration of the structure, like geometry, topology, etc. Each element usually has different sensitive modes, so an in-turn damage-checking process is employed, as illustrated in Section 4.5. e flow chart of the proposed MSECI method is drawn in Figure 1 . 
Example and Verification

Model Parameters.
A simply supported planar truss is used to illustrate the process of selecting sensitive modes and to demonstrate the capability of the proposed MSECI method. e truss is shown in Figure 2 , having 18 nodes and 41 elements. It is noted that there are no internal nodes at the intersections of web members. e truss is 1.2 m deep and 12 m long, with each upper or lower chord element having the same length of 1.5 m. e cross-sectional area of each element is 0.001 m 2 . Young's Modulus and material density of each element are 206 GPa and 7850 kg/m 3 , respectively. e structural damage is simulated by reducing Young's Modulus of damaged elements. Besides, when modal analysis for the truss is conducted, only the structural selfweight is considered. e first ten modal frequencies of the intact structure are shown in Table 1 , while the mode shapes are shown in Figure 3 
Damage Localization Using the First Several Modes
Together.
e performances of the classic MSECR method by using equation (9) and the proposed MSECI method by using equation (11) are investigated using the first several modes together. It is assumed that the damage extent of element 9 is 30%.
e MSECR values of all elements without noise are plotted in Figure 4 . It reveals that even without noise, the MSECR method performs badly. According to Figure 4 (a)-4(b), when using the first two or four modes, the MSECR values of the damaged element are too small to indicate its damage state. From Figure 4 (c)-4(d), although the damaged element has large MSECR values by using the first six or eight modes, serious disturbances from undamaged elements also appear. e MSECR values considering a random 5% noise are depicted in Figure 5 . Obviously, the MSECR method performs much worse in this case than in the case of free noise. e proposed MSECI values considering free noise are drawn in Figure 6 , in which the damaged element is clearly indicated. However, it is interesting that the disturbances from undamaged elements increase slightly with the growth of the number of used modes. e MSECI values with a random 5% noise are plotted in Figure 7 . From Figure 7 (a)-7(b), when using the first two or four modes, the damaged element can be located but with some other elements misjudged. From Figure 7 (c)-7(d), it becomes much easier to detect the damaged element by using the first six or eight modes. Generally speaking, the more modes are used, the more clearly the damaged element is indicated.
It is inferred from above analysis that the proposed MSECI method is more effective than the classic MSECR Advances in Civil Engineering method, at least in this example. us, the following discussion is associated only with the proposed MSECI method.
Selecting Sensitive Modes for the Proposed MSECI
Method. Before investigating the performance of the proposed MSECI method, sensitive modes of all elements should be properly selected.
Firstly, potential sensitive modes are selected according to the principle suggested in Section 3.1. e normalized elemental MSE of the intact structure for the first ten modes are listed in Table 2 . All normalized elemental MSE values that are larger than c MSE (prescribed as 0.10) are highlighted in bold. For each element, the mode having a highlighted value can be treated as a potential sensitive mode of the element. From Table 2 , it reveals that when considering the factor of elemental MSE, most elements contain at least one potential sensitive mode except elements 13, 18, 33. Secondly, potential sensitive modes are also chosen based on the elemental RFA by (equation (14)) in Section 3.2. e RFA of all elements for the first ten modes is calculated by the Monte Carlo method and listed in Table 3 . Herein, a 5% noise level is considered and 5000 samples are randomly generated. All RFA values that are smaller than c RFA (prescribed as 2.00) are highlighted in bold. For each element, the mode with a highlighted value is regarded as a potential sensitive mode of the element. From Table 3 , it is shown that when considering the factor of elemental RFA, most elements have at least one potential sensitive mode except element 33.
Finally, the sensitive modes for each element are determined by finding the mutual potential sensitive modes from Tables 2 and 3 and then listed in Table 4 . It is found that each element may have different sensitive modes. Most elements contain at least one sensitive mode except elements 4, 13, 18, 33, and all elements have no more than five sensitive modes. It also reveals that for a specific element, the mode associated with small normalized MSE is usually related to great RFA (e.g., element 40 at mode 1, 2 and element 20 at mode 3).
Performance of the Proposed MSECI Method Using
Sensitive Modes. Since the sensitive modes of all elements have been determined in Section 4.3, how well the proposed MSECI method performs can be investigated.
It is supposed that element 9 has a 30% damage extent, with modes 1, 4, 6, 8, and 9 (from Table 4 ) as its sensitive modes. e MSECI values using modes 1, 4, 6, 8, and 9 considering both free noise and random 5% noise are then results depicted in Figure 9 . Comparing Figures 8 and 9 , using modes 4 and 8 only can further improve the robustness of the MSECI method. It is concluded from the above analysis that insensitive modes do harm to the robustness of the proposed MSECI method ( Figures 6-7 ), but merely using sensitive modes can make it perform more reliably when considering a relatively high noise level (Figures 8-9 ).
In-Turn Damage-Checking by the MSECI Method Using
Sensitive Modes. Because the damaged element is unknown in a real structure and the sensitive modes are usually different for each element, it would be better to check the damage state of each element in turn if using the proposed method. Take the damage scenario in which both elements 11 and 37 are damaged by 30% for example to illustrate the in-turn damage-checking process.
Although each element should be checked one by one, only elements 8, 11, 14, 19, 37 , and 38 are checked herein due to space limitation. If it is an element's turn to check its damage state, only the sensitive modes given in Table 4 of the element are used to calculate the MSECI values. For each element's turn, if the element's MSECI value exceeds other elements' values, the element can be judged as a damaged element. Otherwise, it is treated as being undamaged. e calculated results considering 5% random noise are drawn in Figure 10 . From Figure 10 (a), because the MSECI value of element 8 is very small, it is judged as being undamaged. Similarly, element 14 in Figure 10 (c), element 19 in Figure 10(d) , and element 38 in Figure 10 (f) can be easily identified as intact elements. On the contrary, from Figure 9 (b), the MSECI value of element 11 significantly outweighs other elements' values, so it is successfully determined as a damaged element. Analogously, it is judged from Figure 10 (e) that element 37 is in damaged state. In this in-turn damage-checking way, the damage state of each element can be reliably determined by the proposed MSECI method.
If the first several modes are taken into account together, the MSECI values considering both free noise and 5% random noise are shown in Figure 11 . It is discovered from Figure 11 (b) that the damaged element 37 can be clearly determined, but the damaged element 11 is greatly disturbed by several other undamaged elements. Hence, in the traditional way of using the first several modes together, the damaged elements can hardly be located reliably.
By far, it is roughly inferred that the proposed MSECI method can provide reliable damage localization results if 
Statistic Performance of the Proposed MSECI Method.
Due to the randomness of identification uncertainties, the statistic performance of the proposed method with an in-turn damage-checking process mentioned in Section 4.5 is worth investigating. If it is element j's turn, the ratio of the element's MSECI value to the largest MSECI value of other elements, which is denoted as R j , should be calculated by using its sensitive modes only shown in Table 4 . Herein, the first eight modes are utilized together for an element containing no sensitive modes. Besides, a 5% noise level and 5000 samples are considered. If R j of any sample is greater than 1.00, element j has the largest MSECI value and can be judged as being damaged. e ratio of number of times that element j is judged as a damaged element to the total number of samples is defined as the detection probability of element j. Obviously, great detection probabilities of damaged elements and small detection probabilities of intact elements statistically mean good performance of the proposed MSECI method. Damage scenario 1 (damaged elements 11, 37) and damage scenario 2 (damaged elements 14, 18, 35) are considered to demonstrate the detection probabilities of all elements, as shown in Figure 12 . In the two scenarios, all damaged elements are damaged by 30%. For scenario 1, it reveals from Figure 12 (a) that both damaged elements 11 and 37 have a 100% detection probability, while most other intact elements' detection probabilities equal to 0%, with elements 22, 29, and 34's detection probabilities between 1.14% and 3.58%. Besides, though elements 4, 13, 18, 33 contain no sensitive modes, their undamaged states can be correctly judged in each sample for each sample. For scenario 2, it exhibits from Figure 12 (b) that the detection probabilities of damaged elements 14, 18, and 35 are 99.96%, 0.2% and 100%, respectively. Meanwhile, most intact elements have a 0% detection probability, except two intact elements 29, 34, which have a detection probability of 3.34% and 2.2%, respectively. It is noted that for elements having no sensitive modes, damaged element 18 is misjudged as being undamaged nearly for each sample, but intact elements 4, 13, and 33 are always correctly detected as being undamaged.
It is concluded from Figure 12 that by using the proposed method with an in-turn damage-checking process, the damage states of most elements which contain sensitive modes can be reliably judged, but it is nearly impossible to judge whether the few elements having no sensitive modes are damaged or not.
Conclusion
MSE-based methods traditionally utilize the first several modes together to calculate the damage location indicators. Because of the participation of insensitive modes, these methods are not robust enough and sometimes even lose effectiveness. us, the MSECI method that establishes a novel damage location indicator and uses properly selected sensitive modes is proposed in this paper. Both the elemental MSE of the intact structure and the capability of each element to resist noise are considered to distinguish sensitive modes from the first several modes. Since each element usually has different sensitive modes, an in-turn damage-checking process is required to finish the damage localization.
e numerical results show that the proposed MSECI method performs better than the classic MSECR method even when considering the first several modes together. It is found that for the proposed method, elements normally contain different number of sensitive modes. MSECI values calculated by merely using sensitive modes are like a magnifying glass that can easily find local damage, so each element's damage state can be reliably checked in turn, except a few elements that have no sensitive modes. It is speculated that whether an element has sensitive modes or not depends on the configuration of the structure, including geometry, topology, etc. Generally speaking, the proposed method can greatly improve the robustness of damage localization of the planar truss. It is worth mentioning that the stiffness matrix of a real intact structure may be different from that of the finite element model. us, model updating techniques should be introduced to update the stiffness matrix to ensure the accuracy of proposed MSECI values. e work indicates that the sensitivity of modes to elemental damage varies, and the performance of the proposed method for other structures needs further investigation.
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